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Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht Gm Mai 2012, 2012. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - Latin in
schools is experiencing an ever stronger revival among both parents and students at the
gymnasium and in comprehensive schools. There have never been so many Latin pupils as there are
today. This presents new challenges to teachers who strive to keep all pupils on track by
differentiating their lessons and paying special attention to their respective competence and the
influence of modern foreign languages. All pupils today are also learning English parallel to Latin
and often implement computers and other tools to help them learn.This handbook explores these
developments and challenges and implements them into teaching Latin in schools, particularly for
teachers still in training. It looks at the central themes of content, methods and modern Latin
didactics and Latin exercises with particular emphasis on aspects of language didactics, i.e., both
traditional themes such as grammar, vocabulary, translation and competence orientation as well
as working with portfolios and new media. Each topic is first explained shortly in theory and then
presented using practical examples from classroom situations. For the basic problems there are a
number of concrete suggestions for implementing this knowledge in daily work. 158...
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Unquestionably, this is the greatest operate by any article writer. I could comprehended everything out of this written e ebook. Your way of life span will be
transform as soon as you total reading this book.
-- Andy Er dm a n-- Andy Er dm a n

Definitely one of the best book We have at any time go through. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I am quickly could get a delight of studying
a published book.
-- Dr . K im  B er g na um-- Dr . K im  B er g na um
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